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Abstract. This article describes different methods of organizing robotic services for smart
cities using secure encrypted decentralized technologies and market mechanisms—as op-
posed to models based on centralized solutions based (or not) on using cloud services and
stripping citizens of the control of their own data. The basis of the proposed methods is
the Ethereum decentralized computer with the mechanism of smart contracts. In this work,
special attention is paid to the integration of technical and economic information into one
network of transactions, which allows creating a unified way of interaction between robots—
the robot economy. Three possible scenarios of robotic services for smart cities based on the
economy of robots are presented: unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), environmental monitor-
ing, and smart factories. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scenarios,
three experiments are presented and discussed. Our work shows that the Ethereum network
can provide, through smart contracts and their ability to activate programs to interact with the
physical world, an effective and practical way to manage robot services for smart cities.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the demand for robotic devices for business and for personal use has significantly
increased. According to various forecasts, the number of devices in the world market of Internet
of Things (IoT) will be 30 billion units by 2020,1 and by 2025 the number of connected IoT
devices will grow to 75 billion. That said, in 2019, 35% of companies in the field of logistics,
public health, utilities, and resource management will resort to robotics solutions of some kind.2

Robotization of our economy and society will ultimately lead to the spread of (worldwide
connected) smart cities: the integration of information and communications technologies and the
IoT for the management of the city and its environment. Currently, many projects have already
been launched to implement these ideas (e.g., Barcelona, Neom, and Amsterdam),3–5 so it is
not surprising that many scientists and developers joined forces to solve the issue of the rational
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organization of smart cities. An increasing amount of technologies are being added to the field of
smart urban management, and new solutions for the organization and commercialization of their
work are being sought.6, 7

However, before such ambitious projects can be undertaken, large-scale problems of creation
of giant multi-agent networks of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) must be solved. Firstly, a
large number of connected devices lead to more demanding safety requirements.8 This leads
many times to models of management that centralize both the information processes and, more
critically, data ownership. Many times the cities sub-contract those services to big global
operators who profit from the citizens’ data. Therefore there are serious reasons to look for more
open, multi-vendor market-oriented solutions allowing citizens to keep the ownership of their
data. Multi-vendor architectures, because of the wide variety of robotic devices (static sensors,
drones, mobile robots, unmanned vehicles, etc.), face serious challenges due to the networks’
heterogeneity.9 This raises the need for developing adequate standards and architectures.10

More critically, the scalability of the network—measured by the number of unique devices,
computational requirements, and amount of data—needs to be ensured.

Privacy of the citizens’ data in the city becomes the main issue.11, 12 The problem of
registering devices and checking their activity affects the state, public and legal services.9, 13

Compliance with the legislation needs to be enforced by design. For business, the key issue of
introducing CPSs to the market is to create value and make profit from their activities, and for
this it is necessary to guarantee coordination of economic and technical transactions within one
secure and distributed network.

These questions force researchers to search for technologies that can solve the problems of
multi-agent systems for a smart city and to satisfy society’s demands.

In this article, we will present our vision of a new paradigm in the organization of robotic
services for smart cities, which guarantees by design the efficiency and effectiveness of market
processes and the privacy and data ownership of citizens. We will first explain why decentralized
technologies and market mechanisms are suitable for resolving organizational problems (Section
2). Next, we will present concrete concepts of services, whose work can be organized according
to these principles: unmanned transport systems (Section 3), environmental monitoring (Section
4), and production services (Section 5). In Section 6, we give specific examples of experiments
concerning the concepts described.

2. Decentralized Technologies and Robot Economy

Nowadays, when the organization and coordination of the work of many robotic devices is needed,
it is common to see a centralized14 approach, in which, as a rule, the data processing center
concentrates the data and the management of the processes. However, as the network grows,
the disadvantages of this approach begin to appear: as the number of information transactions
increases, the load on the center grows. To maintain capacity, it is necessary to always increase
it. The center is exposed to the risk of hacking (e.g., Equifax, Facebook, etc.), and the entire
network is exposed to risk due to a malfunction of the center. Ultimately, researchers come to the
conclusion that in order to create a large-scale structure of millions of CPSs, such as a smart city,
decentralized management of them is necessary.15–17

Blockchains are an actual example of how a decentralized technology can find applications in
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various fields. Researchers have already shown the possibility of using them to create a network
of robotic devices,18, 19 and their ability to solve problems in the multi-agent network of CPSs is
in many ways more effective than the current centralized methods of organization.14

One of the most important consequences of this technology was the emergence of the dis-
tributed Ethereum computing platform, whose nodes are able to conclude and execute smart
contracts—protected software algorithms that are performed depending on the conditions pre-
scribed.20 We believe that this technology is potentially capable of becoming the main key to the
organization of smart cities.

Firstly, the distributed computer inherits all the advantages of blockchain technology: infor-
mation logging; the ability to organize data privacy while preserving the publicity of relations
between network agents; and fault tolerance against faults of individual agents.21 This already
covers the need for security and privacy, and also provides a mechanism for creating a register of
their activities for state regulators.

Secondly, a combination of the program logic of robotic devices and automatic economic
transactions became possible for the first time with Ethereum. This opened the way for the
market mechanism for organizing the work of the network of agents—the economy of robots
or robonomics.22, 23 In this structure, each agent is endowed with the ability to make deals for
digital money (Fig. 1).

Robonomics offers significant advantages for the organization of smart cities. The work of
autonomous agents will be subject to the laws of the market, where the methods of game theory,
decision theory, and economic mechanisms are applicable.24, 25 This allows solving problems
common to agents in an optimal way. The robonomics method is equally applicable to any type
and number of agents, so long as there is a way to connect them to a decentralized computer. As
a standard solution for agent management, we suggest using the Robot Operating System (ROS)
framework.26 This solves the problem of heterogeneity and allows creating a single standard for
interaction between devices.

The main obstacle to the full implementation of a decentralized computer is the scalability of
the Ethereum network and the speed of transaction processing.27 At present there are an average
of 15 transactions per second—this is not enough for a network of millions of agents.28 The reason
for this low speed lies in the mechanism for reaching a consensus between Proof-of-work nodes,
which depends on the computing power of the nodes. Developers of the platform are already
dealing with this problem: a sharding mechanism was proposed, in which it is proposed to divide
the network data into several parts and distribute it to different servers.27 The transition to hybrid
consensus schemes that combine the Proof-of-stake mechanisms (based on the monetary balance
of the nodes) and the Proof-of-authority (the availability of approved transaction-validating
nodes) will also significantly speed up transaction confirmation.29, 30 Developers are expected to
achieve 1 million transactions per second.31

An important consequence of the application of robonomics is the simple mechanism of
commercialization and integration into the market. Among the advantages for business are:
accurate task planning and performance evaluation, receiving feedback from sales and automatic
correction of service behavior, filtering inefficient services, and reducing costs.32

In the following sections, we will present three concepts of robotic services organized
according to these principles.
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Fig. 1. Example of a robonomics network: gray blocks show the parts of a distributed network, dashed
arrows show robonomics network information, and solid arrows show transfer of other information. The
Consensus node sends economically meaningful robonomics data to the blockchain, if a supply and
demand correspondence exists. The Validator node verifies the stated model of the contract terms with
the model of the completed result and confirms its implementation.

3. Unmanned Transport Systems

An important element of the smart city infrastructure is a network of unmanned vehicles, to
which land vehicles, aircraft, and watercraft are connected.33–35 In our opinion, the basic
infrastructure of the network is as follows: traffic control system; transport optimization and
logistics coordination system; stations servicing unmanned vehicles (automatic garage or base);
order formation system that ensures the interaction of citizens with transport services; cargo
handling stations; automatic cargo; and transport insurance services.

It can be seen that the coordination of the operation of the nodes requires considerable effort,
and the issue of protection against errors, breaking and illegal actions must be resolved. We
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believe that the principles of robot economy are perfectly suited to the tasks of organizing a
transport network. Each node publishes the demand for the services of other nodes, and forms
its own offer. When the supply and demand match on the nodes, an agreement is made for the
internal network tokens. The market mechanism of interaction makes it easier to optimize the
transport network, create a unified mechanism for interaction between heterogeneous nodes and
easily integrate communication with client-citizens (Fig. 2). In addition, the security and fault
tolerance of the network is provided by decentralized technologies.

Drone
services

Traffic control
system 

Client Drone

Servicing
station 

Robonomics
markets

1

2 3

4

5

Fig. 2. Example of aircraft transport system functioning: 1) the client sends a request to markets; 2) the
service with best offer wins the client; 3) the servicing station orders the route; 4) the station sends all
paramaters of that flight to the drone; and 5) the smart contract is created between client and drone, and
the client pays and receives a service

4. Ecological Monitoring of the Environment

A favorable ecological situation is an important possibility for smart cities.36 There are already
solutions for creating environmental monitoring with the help of IoT devices, but the question
remains how to organize this process in the most effective way.37

A promising way to protect the environment is to transform this sphere into a commercially
attractive one. This is how the concept of carbon credits emerged.38 The essence of the concept
is the issuance of purchase quotas to polluting companies for emissions of harmful substances. If
the quota is exceeded, the company is fined, so the management has two choices: either to switch
to more environmentally friendly production, or buy a new carbon credit.

Based on this mechanism, it is possible to organize a service for commercial monitoring
and pollution control in a smart city. Citizens and companies are given the opportunity to freely
connect mobile and stationary measuring devices to a common digital platform based on the
robot economy. Similarly, services are connected to the network, which analyze the received
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Fig. 3. Example of tokenization process through civil and commercial monitoring

This is how the automatic environmental inspection service is formed, which records all
information about pollution in a blockchain. This information provides support for an internal
token, which serves as a carbon credit available for exchange. Negative ecological externalities
of a smart city are tokenized (Fig. 3), and citizens and city services are given the opportunity to
control pollution through economic mechanisms.

5. Supply Chain Management and Production as a Service

An important component of a smart city should be smart factories, in which autonomous pro-
duction occurs through the collection and exchange of information between people, materials
and machine systems.39 Due to the large number of autonomous agents, the organization of a
smart factory is subject to requirements to ensure flexibility of operation, scalability, quality of
feedback, fault tolerance, and security.40 The principles of the robot economy and decentralized
technologies make it possible to organize the factory in an effective way and solve these techno-
logical problems. In addition, the factory becomes responsive to demand, which is formed by
citizens, and thereby becomes economically profitable.

For example (Fig. 4), the production of individual products for citizens is as follows. A citizen
makes out an order for the manufacture of the product, applying a description by template or a
detailed digital drawing. Having received the notification of payment, the service for processing
requests makes the order validation. After validation, the factory management system forms a
complete production process and directs it to the workshop. Then automatic production line
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produces the product. After checking the product, it is sent to the automatic warehouse, where it
can be picked up by the customer or it can be transferred to the delivery service.
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Fig. 4. Example of smart factory operation: gray blocks show the parts of distributed network, dashed
arrows show information transfer, solid arrows show product transfer, decentralized application (DApp)—
software for interaction with decentralized networks.

In the case of mass production, factories must decide what type of goods should be produced,
what resources should be procured and in what district of the city to distribute. Calculating
operating costs and costs for market analysis, the factory can find the optimal way of production.

6. Examples of Experiments

The implementation of the described ideas is shown in this article.23 In the field of mobile
robotics, software was developed for automatic control of a fleet of drones.41 In it the integration
of ROS-compatible drones and the decentralized computer Ethereum was implemented. The
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developed methods are currently being expanded to the entire sphere of mobile robotics: for
example, the methods have been successfully tested in an experiment on the organization of an
autonomous taxi service.42

To confirm the efficiency of environmental monitoring based on the principles of robot
economics, a successful experiment to create a network of sensors, that measure chemical
performance, was conducted.43

To demonstrate the capabilities of smart factories, a laboratory stand was assembled simplify-
ing the production and economic process (Fig. 5).44

Fig. 5. Smart factory stand on the basis of Fischertechnik set and Siemens programmable controllers

The production “machines” of the stand reacted to changing capital on the markets of different
types of goods and adjusted to them, trying to produce more products for those with higher
capital.

7. Conclusion

We presented an example of an architectural solution for smart city management systems.
Ethereum and ROS were proposed, as a mechanism of interaction—market mechanisms that
allow to ensure the effectiveness and practicality of the agents. The article shows that the services
of a smart city, are more efficiently and effectively managed when implemented based on the
robot economy.

In the near future, the world will see an increase in the number of smart cities and the
populations living in them, which will lead to an increase in the consumption of services that
will be increasingly provided by robots, smart systems and artificial intelligence. The concept of
a robot economy based on blockchain technologies, and in particular on the Ethereum network,
may provide an excellent solution framework that combines security of communication, own data
control by the citizens, potentially unlimited scalability, and unified standards of agent interaction
within the network. Of course a number of technological, organizational and policy issues will
need to be solved.
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